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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

A GVI service-learning program gives students access to skill development and practical experience while 
engaging with a rigorous curriculum. Geared towards developing capacities in teamwork, leadership, and 
intercultural competency, our programs are guided by the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. 
We offer students hands-on experience by field experts to complement the theoretical framework learned 
in the classroom. GVI can deliver a 3-credit service-learning course for your students or work with your 
faculty to provide academic resources to complement their existing courses.   

GVI additionally provides undergraduate and graduate-level internships at each location.  

GVI specializes in providing service-learning 
programs to student athletes. Having 
partnered with several NCAA Division I 
Athletic Departments, 
GVI has helped student athletes utilize and 
deepen their knowledge of teamwork, 
nutrition, and coaching among other skills. 

GVI service-learning sports projects are 
suited for groups of athletes or for individuals 
interested in a career focused on nutrition 
and exercise, leadership, and/or coaching. 

Sports-related projects might include:

Developing age-appropriate sports 
programming for elementary school children 
in South Africa; 
 
Delivering workshops on nutrition and 
healthy eating for parents and teachers in 
Costa Rica; 
 
Instructing diverse groups of teens how to 
surf in Cape Town; 
 
Conducting a field camp competition in 
multiple locations.  

The most amazing part of playing soccer was that the clear divide between teachers 
and students was no longer. All it took was a small, semi-deflated basketball 
and two bricks used as goal posts. Nothing more and nothing less. That was all it 
took to expose the similarities and forget the differences of people from half way across the globe. 

Oliver Spring, GVI Cape Town 
Men's Soccer Division I Athlete at Duke University 



HEALTH & SAFETY

With more than 28,000 alumni and a field 
staff of over 150 permanent employees, our 
expert team puts health and safety first.  

OUR IMPACT

Each GVI project is aligned with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and has 
short, medium, and long-term milestones that focus on achieving benchmarks tailored to specific SDGs. 
We measure our progress through impact and achievement reports which are shared with all 
stakeholders. An experience with GVI is one that transforms students by providing them with the skills to 
affect positive change and the knowledge that inspires a lifetime of deep global engagement.

EDUCATIONAL 
PARTNERSHIPS

GVI works with colleges and universities 
across the United States and around the 
world, and has received students from 
renowned institutions such as: 

We run comprehensive risk assessments 
for each of our project sites; 
Each group or individual will be briefed on 
our risk assessments and emergency action 
plans during orientation; 
Our staff live alongside members of the 
local community year-round in every 
location in which we operate; 
We know the areas intimately, and have 
dedicated, experienced professionals 
available to students and faculty 24-hours a 
day, 365 days a year.  

www.gviusa.com  
education@gviworld.com 
1 888 653 6028

225 Franklin Street, 26th Floor, Boston, MA, 02110 
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